stands for either the parallel "." or the sequential clause search operator ";". These operators are right associative with "." binding more tightly than ";", allowing nesting in Parlog. Parlog clauses for the same relation R of arity n ≥ ≥ 0 are preceded by a single mode declaration mode R(M 1 , . . . , M n).
where R is the clause head's principal functor and each M i is either the input argument symbol ? or the output argument symbolˆ. All the head arguments of Parlog clauses for the same relation are classified as input or output by this declaration. GHC clause head arguments are always input arguments.
The operational semantics of GHC can be redescribed in such a way that its correspondences with Parlog come out.
From this point of view to execute a GHC and Parlog program is to refute a conjunction of goals G 1 and ... and G n or resolvent where n ≥ ≥ 1 by input resolution. Ignoring for the moment Parlog's sequential operators for clause search and goal conjunction, each goal G i is solved in parallel either as a primitive by being satisfied and then removed from the resolvent or as a user defined goal as follows. The goal is matched on all input arguments of clause heads for that relation by determining in parallel whether relevant goal arguments can be unified with input arguments of the head of a fresh copy of the clause without binding goal variables or sharing them with each other. An algorithm for explicit input matching using a primitive is given later. Other clauses which may satisfy the head matching requirements, if the goal is instantiated further, are suspended upon relevant goal variables. They have their input head arguments unified with corresponding goal arguments, if and when the variables upon which they are suspended are bound. In parallel with head matching, guard goals for each clause are solved in parallel. If one or more clauses' head matching requirements and guard goals for that relation are satisfied, one of these is selected non-deterministically. Parallel clause searches are terminated and the goal is reduced to the goals in the selected clause's body by replacing it with them in the resolvent. If a guard goal or head match fails for each clause of the goal's relation, the goal fails.
Resolution succeeds when all goals have been solved so that the resolvent is empty, or fails when a goal in a resolvent obtained from the original goals fails.
Parlog execution is subject to the following special conditions:
• output unification on head arguments ________________________________________________ The author is with the Department of Computer Science, Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh, Scotland GHC is actually defined without assuming finite failure, but effective implementation make assuming finite failure a practical necessity.
See chapter 4 especially section 4.10 [21] and [14] p.352-353.
• sequential clause search GHC execution is subject to the following special conditions:
• synchronisation rule
• sequencing rule
The synchronisation rule states that trying to bind a calling argument variable in the passive part (head and guard)
prior to commitment should cause the unification to suspend. It guarantees safety for guard evaluation, namely that a guard whose clause does not figure in the reduction of a goal will not instantiate the goal. The sequencing rule states that the clause body may be executed before commitment, so long as the attempt to bind a passive part variable prior to commitment causes the unification to suspend. It can be simply satisfied by delaying execution of body goals until commitment.
GHC and Parlog are distinctive among CLP languages [17] in performing guard evaluation in a single binding environment. This avoids big runtime overheads faced by other CLP languages such as Concurrent Prolog [16] of supporting multiple binding environments. Flattening CLP languages by banning user defined goals from clause guards overcomes this problem but only by sacrificing significant expressive power [3] .
A Lingua Franca of GHC and Parlog
In what follows a lingua franca of GHC and Parlog is characterised and justified. Its main feature is that each Parlog and GHC clause can be expressed by a lingua franca clause which has the same satisfaction conditions. The lingua franca is a common language variation of both GHC and Parlog with similar syntax and semantics. Like both GHC where and is a meta-symbol signifying the parallel conjunction operator "," and m ≥ ≥ 1 and n ≥ ≥ 1. Like GHC the lingua franca has no sequential conjunction operator. These clauses C i form ordered relations C 1 or ... or C n .
In a relation each C i is a guarded Horn clause, and "." terminates the relation. Like Parlog or acts as a meta-symbol place filler for either a sequential ";" or a parallel clause search operator ".". Lingua franca relations are modeless in the GHC fashion with each clause head argument occurring in an input matching role. Lingua franca goals are executed by and-parallel input resolution in the common way described earlier for GHC and Parlog except that sequential clause search operators constrain or-parallel execution in the Parlog style. A full meta-interpreter for the lingua franca is given later.
The lingua franca's operational semantics differs from GHC's in allowing sequential search and from Parlog's in disallowing sequential conjunctions. It differs from both in sequencing head matching before guard evaluation. Instead of requiring compile time analysis of guards to ensure guard safety like Parlog or requiring a run-time safety test like GHC, the lingua franca imposes no mandatory requirement of safety. However, it supplies language primitives for supporting a run-time safety test anywhere safe guard evaluation must be guaranteed as we shall see. All standard GHC and Parlog primitives are supported by the lingua franca as well as three new primitives =>/2, satisfy/2, and ward/3 needed for translating GHC and Parlog to the lingua franca. The point of developing such a lingua franca is made by reviewing the factors responsible for the differences between GHC and Parlog.
The Control Emphasis
Parlog thematises the control of logic programs and is full of constructs to allow the programmer to synchronise and The second clause's guard tests whether the query part Q is a valid goal. If it is, execute(Q, R) unifies R with the response. Otherwise the message query is ignored, and the reply no given. The sequential conjunction operator in the second and third clause bodies ensures that each element is executed before processing continues on the next element.
The second clause's sequential search operator ensures that only failure of the valid_query/1 guard test allows the third clause to be tried. Both types of sequential operator enhance the control features of Parlog. They can be used to sequence calls to input/output primitives, to help to control the extent to which computation is demand driven, and to control the granularity of parallelism. However, both sequential operators weaken the complementarity between • unsafe guards cannot be precisely identified to prevent them from causing invalid execution
• realising declarative meaning of ";" by negation as failure also raises safety identification problem
• primitives with time of call semantics make computation outcomes non-deterministic These drawbacks exist in addition to the basic drawback of all CLP languages of precluding complete searches through embracing the don't care non-determinism of the committed choice mechanism. However, these extra semantic deficiencies have been bought at the significant price of enhancing control in Parlog and it is these features which make it so apt for systems programming as will be argued. [5, 21] , and amenable to formal analysis [9, 14, 20] .
The Semantic Emphasis
However, this emphasis of GHC on the clarity and simplicity of its semantics weakens its ability to be used as a general purpose programming tool. By excluding primitives like var/1, GHC cannot use the condition of whether a variable is currently unbound to decide whether to commit to a clause or not, although it can delay commitment until that variable is bound. This precludes GHC from defining unification within itself, and also precludes it from being able to define a wide range of related unification functions within itself. The ability to program variations on unification is crucial to a logic programming language's ability to program meta-interpreters of languages and language flavours different from itself. Experience with Prolog has demonstrated that Prolog's ability to support a wide variety of meta-interpreters of related languages on top of itself is a major part of the reason for its success [18] .
By losing access to the meta-programming of unification, GHC has hamstrung its capacity to mirror Prolog's wide meta-programming capability.
Systems programming in CLP languages requires the ability to handle failures, exceptions, and run-time errors of sub-computations in a modular fashion which localises their effects. It also requires the ability to control and interact with them as tasks -to suspend, resume or abort them. Meta-interpreters with flavours or extra control features are needed to do this. They can either be explicitly programmed or implemented by control meta-calls [2] . Operating systems also need dynamic and programmable control over scheduling and resource allocation to sub-computations which only a sophisticated control meta-call can achieve [4] . However, as GHC refuses to support Parlog meta-calls and refuses to support primitives needed for programming unification, GHC is limited in its ability to support flavoured meta-interpreters. The result is an impoverished systems programming capability.
GHC's eschewal of sequential search operators makes programming in GHC more difficult. For example, lack of a sequential search operator makes it more difficult to control the grain of or-parallelism by making it harder to control the order of clause examination. 
The Common Linguistic Denominator
A lingua franca of GHC and Parlog must abstract from their differences and yet enable both languages to be translated to the lingua franca and back again. It will be more expressive than either, because neither GHC nor Parlog is expressive enough to translate away all the other language's clauses. Parlog cannot support GHC's run-time suspension test and GHC disallows the action of many Parlog primitives. Besides restrictions on primitives GHC has four main features which distinguish it from Parlog.
• no mode declarations 
Passive Part Concurrency
Both GHC and Parlog allow head matching to proceed in parallel with guard evaluation. The lingua franca would be made simpler, if it required instead that head matching be completed before guard evaluation begins. This would eliminate implementation overheads in providing safe storage for variables shared between head arguments and user defined guard goals, which are accessed during execution of the guard goal before the relevant binding for the variable is supplied from the goal by a head match. It would also enable indexing tests for head matching to be used as the sole means for determining early whether a clause is not suitable for reducing a goal. This would avoid early evaluation of guards of clauses, whose heads don't yet match the goal, to detect whether the guard fails.
Where clause guards are empty (signified by true), no transformation is needed in translating GHC or Parlog to the lingua franca to compensate for the lingua franca's sequencing of head matching and guard evaluation. Furthermore where no guard goal can fail before the head match succeeds, no transformation is necessary either. However, in other cases the head match has to be performed in parallel with guard evaluation. Otherwise suspension in the head match could delay indefinitely discovery that guard goal execution will fail. Thus where the guard is non-empty and it is not known that the guard will not fail before the head match succeeds, the head match is decomposed into an extra one where the new clause head has distinct fresh variables for arguments. This approach gives a simpler representation for head matching. Separate goals are not created to match each head argument and repeated variables as with Gregory's method. However, multi-processing implementations may want to implement =>/2 using several simple matching goals in Gregory's fashion to avoid creating contention for exclusive access to variables by tying all these variables together into one primitive process. A sequential algorithm given in figure 1 specifies the behaviour required of this one-way unification operation.
FIGURE 1
The algorithm returns success, failure or suspend on execution. It is executed each time the =>/2 process is run until it returns success or failure. When it returns suspend, the =>/2 process should be suspended on at least all the left hand side variables detected to be bound by the Unify Procedure. Early detection of failure requires it to be suspended on the other variables as well. It is awoken and made runnable when any of these variables gets bound. As lists can be represented by two argument structures, they are not handled separately. The whole Algorithm is executed atomically.
Faster algorithms would circumvent using full unification to test for non-unifiability or for determining all variables to suspend on in order to avoid obtaining exclusive access to left hand variables during execution.
And Sequential Operators
Unlike GHC, Parlog supports and-sequential operators. However, the synchronised satisfaction of Parlog goals can be 
(A, B) :-( one(A), two(B) ) & three((A,B)). can be translated as follows: a(A, B) :-wait(one(A), [], D), wait(two(B), [], E), wait(three((A,B)), [D, E], _).

Control variables D and E delay execution of three((A,B)) until one(A)
and two(B) are satisfied.
FIGURE 2
The general form of this method for translating away sequential conjunctions applies to any Prolog syntax structure not containing the reserved predicate wait/3. Over the pure Prolog program given in figure 2 , the query
where Goals is a conjunction of Parlog goals unifies New_goals with its lingua franca translation. 
Or-Sequential Search
Rule of Sequencing
The option on executing the bodies of GHC clauses before commitment subject to GHC's rule of sequencing [21] may seem to be appropriate for highly parallel data-flow architectures, but is likely to result in a lot of redundant computation on less parallel architectures at the expense of what could be more profitably executed. Furthermore, by allowing such premature computation almost no GHC program can be guaranteed to terminate without importing extra fairness assumptions [14] p.353-354. To avoid these semantic difficulties and in keeping with extant implementations of GHC [8, 12] , no special suspension mechanism is proposed for supporting GHC's rule of sequencing by the lingua franca. The same rule obeyed by Parlog of strict sequencing of evaluation will be obeyed by the lingua franca and only when the clause has committed will evaluation of the body commence. ancestor processes suspended upon the suspended user-defined guard process as well as that claimed to store the process performing the suspended unification.
Rule of Synchronisation
Localisation
The central idea behind localisation [19] is that suspension effects due to the rule of synchronisation arise from what happens during guard evaluation and can be restricted to the locus of that evaluation. In what follows variables will be termed unsafe which occur both in the heads of GHC clauses and either in user defined guard goals or argument positions of primitive guard goals liable to bind given values. If all unsafe variables in guard goals are replaced by fresh variables then all transformed calls to guard goals can be allowed to proceed without being subject to a safety suspension condition. Each safety suspension condition can then be achieved by a new primitive which relinks the unsafe guard variable with its new replacement. In this way a GHC program can be distilled down to lingua franca clauses interleaved with special primitives to achieve the safe guard suspension mechanism.
The special primitive's job is to allow old variable values to be passed to its new replacement but to ensure that if unifying the new and the old guard variables would bind a calling argument variable before commitment, this special primitive will suspend. As an example take the GHC clause
and remove the head match in the manner already described.
head(B) :-B => [A], test(A) | true.
A is replaced by a fresh variable A1 in the user-defined guard test/1 and a special primitive ward/2 is added to link the two variables in a way which protects the calling environment from being bound by suspending the call instead. The ward/2 needs to be able to suspend on several variables because it must handle complex terms. Because complex terms can get progressively bound, it also needs to be able to suspend, awake and pass on values and then maybe suspend again. Other properties of ward/2 can be inferred from the fact that the guard goal test/1 might need its argument to be bound to a value to succeed. The satisfaction of this guard can only be achieved if the ward/2 goal passes bindings to its second argument from its first. However the ward/2 goal should not allow a user defined guard goal to export a value from its satisfaction by having ward/2 simply unify A with A1. Unidirectional unification is more apt.
However, if ward/2 is equated with =>/2, then the second goal of the guard will succeed in cases where it should not.
The calling argument to which B is bound might get bound to [_121] and the first input matching unidirectional unification succeed sharing A with _121. Since A and A1 are still unbound, the second guard safety unidirectional unification can succeed by sharing them. Shortly afterwards the parallel test/1 call might bind the variable A1 to incorrect. The result could be the instantiation of a calling argument variable _121 to incorrect before the clause has committed. This behaviour cannot be avoided by insisting that the second goal's unidirectional unification be performed only after the test/1 goal has succeeded, because then bindings could never be passed through ward/2 into the user defined guard goal.
A better idea is to make the ward/2 predicate reluctant unidirectional unification so that the ward/2 predicate suspends if, in order to unify unidirectionally its arguments, it has to share variables. Reluctant unidirectional unification is unidirectional unification where bindings are made to the instantiable side whenever non-variable bindings are detected on the non-instantiable side and unidirectional unification is possible. It fails if the two sides can never be unified. Where instantiable side variables need to be associated with complex non-instantiable side terms containing variables, they are bound to a consistent copy of the complex term to avoid variable sharing. The unidirectional unification is reluctant in that variables on the instantiable side only get bound to non-variables or to each other. They never get shared with variables on the non-instantiable side. The predicate suspends instead.
The problem now is that the test is too severe. If the guard goal needs a partially bound or unbound argument in order to succeed, the ward/2 predicate must not suspend for ever. For example if the guard goal was defined as follows:
then the result of reluctant unidirectional unification would be for the ward/2 predicate to suspend with two variable arguments even when the user-defined guard test/1 has succeeded. The ward/2 predicate has to suspend on two unbound arguments but only for as long as the guard goal it is warding has not succeeded.
To implement this, a variable binding can be used to signal success of the user-defined guard goal. The signal can be sent to the ward predicate by an extra argument, and the predicate defined so that when it gets this signal, it abandons reluctance in one-way unification and tries to relink the original variable and its replacement non-reluctantly. Its which now unidirectionally unifies its first two arguments so as to allow sharing of variables between them. An algorithm for ward/3, where the first two arguments are unifiable and in the opposite order, is given in [19] .
General Localised Suspension
Transferring this translation scheme into a general scheme requires taking into account multiple occurrences of unsafe variables in one or more guard goals. A simple sound way to do this is to place the entire original guard in a satisfy/2 meta-call if any part of the guard contains an original head argument variable. An aggregate term of all unsafe variables and a consistent copy is also formed by substituting fresh variables for each unsafe variable, as the two terms related by ward/3.
The general rule for implementing guard safety suspension in GHC applies to guard goals containing user-defined predicates and primitives liable to bind their arguments.
1)
All variables both in a head argument and in a user-defined guard goal or in a primitive goal argument which the primitive goal may bind, are formed into the at risk set. Distinct fresh substitute variables for this set are created. If the at risk set is empty, nothing further is done.
2) Every member of the at risk set in a guard goal is uniformly replaced by its substitute.
3)
The whole GHC guard is put into the first argument of a satisfy/2 meta-call and a fresh variable to be called the control variable is put into its second argument.
4)
A structure with an arbitrary functor and arguments consisting of all members of the at risk set of variables is formed. A copy of this structure is made but with substitute variables replacing at risk variables. A ward/3 predicate goal is added to the guard with the structure, the structure copy and the control variable of satisfy/2 as its first three arguments.
Head matches can now be decomposed into the guard in the fashion described earlier. 
Translating back from the Lingua Franca
The reverse translation of translated GHC is simple. The general method presupposes all occurrences of the predicates ward/3, =>/2 and satisfy/2 are solely a product of the original correct translation.
1) The satisfy/2 predicate is replaced by its first argument.
2) The first two arguments of ward/3 are unified and the goal is removed.
3) The two arguments of =>/2 are unified and the goal is removed.
If the guard is left empty, the space is filled by the primitive true. The simplicity of this reverse translation method is what it should be. All that is being done by translating GHC to the lingua franca is to decompose unifications in such a way that appropriate suspension effects and unification directionality can be associated with them. Clearly re-unifying them should restore the status quo. over the pure Prolog program given in figure 3 with Goals bound to a lingua franca conjunction of goals. New_goals will be unified with the original Parlog conjunction.
FIGURE 3
Output head arguments are restored by unifying the arguments of all =/2 predicates in the body created by the original translation and removing them. They can be uniquely identified by giving them a reserved name during the original translation. Mode declarations cannot always be correctly inferred from the initial translation to the lingua franca so they have to be preserved independently.
Lingua Franca Semantics
A meta-interpreter for the full lingua franca invoked by | ?-call(Goals).
is given by figure 4. The ward/3 goal acts as a valve preventing the execution of G1 by the meta-call satisfy/2 from exporting bindings into G and hence through Goal to the calling environment.
The lingua franca simplifies CLP language semantics by not making the safety of each CLP clause's guard into a constraint that must be satisfied to execute the CLP language validly. Guaranteeing guard safety is enabled by providing means to let a precise test of safety be applied anywhere it is needed, but the language semantics make it optional to apply it. This test can be realised in a clause using the methods of translation described earlier or it can be exercised generally over a program with unsafe guards by using the safe guard meta-interpreter described above.
The lingua franca exceeds both GHC and Parlog in expressive power by being able to translate each GHC or Parlog clause into a lingua franca clause with the same operational semantics, while GHC and Parlog are unable to do this for each lingua franca clause. Furthermore by being able to translate both CLP languages into the lingua franca and back again a lingua franca implementation can be presented transparently as a GHC, a Parlog and a lingua franca implementation.
The programming style of the lingua franca is a hybrid of GHC's and Parlog's. The lingua franca follows GHC in eschewing provision of an and-sequential operator and in being modeless. This steers programmers away from lapsing into a sequential Prolog-like style and from relying on misleading assurances given by mode declarations. The lingua franca follows Parlog in providing a rich set of control constructs and from not disallowing the use of time of call primitives. Thus it provides a CLP vehicle in its own right rather like Parlog for programming systems with.
By uncoupling evaluation of user defined guards from the suspension mechanism and using ward/3 to localise suspension effects to the unsafe guard, the lingua franca makes execution of such guard goals more eager and more effectively recycles its computation space than GHC. Computation space used to represent user defined guard goal processes can be claimed and released as soon as the guard goal is satisfied or fails. It will not be claimed and then frozen unused pending the further communication of input values to remove from suspension a goal process suspended on a unsafe binding.
Because the lingua franca does not require that head matching be concurrent with guard evaluation, it incurs less runtime overheads in this respect than GHC or Parlog. It eliminates the need to provide safe storage for variables shared between head arguments and user defined guard goals, which are accessed during guard goal execution before relevant variable bindings are supplied by head matching. It also expedites use of indexing for clause selection by avoiding early evaluation of guards of clauses, whose heads don't yet match the goal, to detect whether the guard fails.
Kernel Parlog
When aimed at ensuring that processes in the intended And/Or tree implementation model [6] pp.163-164 never require to suspend on more than variable at once. However, ward/3 has to be able to do this.
Conclusion
A strategy for absorbing the differences between two prominent CLP languages by assimilating them into a common language variant has been proposed. It meets different demands of CLP languages by supporting each in a common medium. The strategy has detailed how to translate both GHC and Parlog into a lingua franca and back again so that an implementation of the lingua franca can be transparently presented to a user as either executing GHC or Parlog 
